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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a smooth projective surface defined over C, and let Aa be the group 
of zero cycles of degree zero on S modulo rational equivalence. The n-fold 
symmetric product St”) parametrises effective zero-cycles of degree n on S. One 
says that Ao(S) is finite dimensional if there exists no E N such that the map 
fn,n :d”) x SC”) 4 Al)(S) 
defined by fn+(A,B) = [A - B] is surjective for all n 2 no. Mumford [Mu] 
proved that A,-,(S) is not finite dimensional ifpg(S) > 0. Let C c S be a smooth 
curve, and let i : C -+ S be the inclusion morphism. If the induced map 
i, : Ao(C) + Ao(S) is surjective, then’ Aa is finite dimensional and 
A,-,(S) % Alb(S); see [Rl, Theorem 41. Hence if the map i, is surjective, its ker- 
nel coincides with the kernel of the map J(C) --t Alb(S), which is the the sub- 
torus 
associated to H&,(C) = ker(i, : H’(C) + H3(S)). 
Voisin has studied the kernel of i, for smooth surfaces S c P3 of degree d. In 
this case one has Alb(S) = 0, hence Tors(Ao(S)) = 0 by Roitman’s Theorem 
[R2]. It follows that Tors(&(C)) G’ker i,. Voisin showed that equality holds if 
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S is a very general surface of degree d 2 5 and C c S is a smooth plane section; 
see [vl, Theorem 2.11. 
Let us consider curves that are obtained by intersecting the surface S c P3 
with a smooth surface Y c P3 of degree e > 1. Set 
(1) CH*( Y)s = {z E CH’( Y)oldeg(zl,) = 0) 
(4 CH2(lP3)o = {z E CH2(P3)o(deg(zl,) = 0) 
and note that the second group is zero. Letj : C -P S be the inclusion morph- 
ism. The commutative diagram 
CH*(Y)o + CHZ(IFP3)e = 0 
1 
‘* 
J 1 
Al)(C), -% Ao(S), 
shows that j*CH’(Y)o s ker(i, : Ao(C), + Ao(S),). As the map j* : 
CH’( Y)o --f Ao(C), is injective if C is very general and if the degree d is suffi- 
ciently large (Proposition 1.9), we may have ker i, +’ Tors(Ao(C)) in this case 
(For instance, let Y c P3 be a smooth quadric and let 5 = Li - LZ E CH’( Y)o 
the difference of two lines from the different rulings.) 
The purpose of this note is to extend Voisin’s theorem to the case of hy- 
persurface sections; we show that the kernel of i, : Ao(C), + Ao(S), equals 
J’*CH’ ( Y)o if S is very general and d = degS is sufficiently large with respect to 
e = deg Y. (It is possible to obtain precise degree bounds; see Remark 2.2 (ii).) 
More generally we consider surfaces S defined by global sections of an ample 
line bundle L on a smooth projective threefold W and curves C c S obtained 
by intersecting S with an ample divisor Y c W. We show that there is a certain 
subgroup CH’ ( Y),,, & CH’ ( Y)o such that ker i, C /‘*CH’ ( Y),,, if L is suffi- 
ciently ample; see Theorem 2.1. The inclusion ker i, c j*CH’ ( Y),,, is an 
equality if W is a Fano threefold, but probably not in general; see Remark 2.2 
(0. 
In her paper Voisin uses an infinitesimal invariant 6Z associated to a relative 
zero cycle Zr E CHo(Sr/T). In our case it is more convenient to use a con- 
nectivity theorem for two families UT, Vr of quasi-projective varieties over T, 
following the ideas of Nori [N]. Both methods are essentially equivalent (cf. the 
footnotes in [Vl] on pages 79 and 85). We prove the connectivity theorem, and 
some other technical results, in Section 1. In Section 2 we prove the proposed 
variant of Voisin’s theorem. 
Voisin’s theorem has been extended in a different direction (the case of 
higher-dimensional varieties) by M. Asakura and S. Saito [AS]. The problem 
considered in this note was suggested to me by Prof. J.P. Murre. I would like to 
thank Professors Murre and Peters for comments and useful discussions. 
Notation and conventions. For an abelian group G we write Go = G 8 Q. Co- 
homology is taken with C-coefficients, uniess stated otherwise. We say that a 
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property (P) holds for a very generaI element of a topological space X if the set 
of elements of X that do not satisfy property (P) is a countable union of proper 
closed subsets. We say that a property (P) holds for suficiently ample line bun- 
dles if there exists a line bundle LO such that property (P) holds for all line 
bundles L such that L @I L,’ is ample. 
2. CONNECTIVITY THEOREM 
Let W be a smooth projective threefold, Y c W a smooth ample divisor and L 
an ample line bundle on W such that @( W, L) # 0. For t E p( W, L) we write 
s, = V(t), C, = Y n S,. Set 
(3) G = {g E Aut( W)Ig. Y c Y} 
(4) A = {[t] E Pp( W, L)jC, is singular} 
(5) B = (lP@( W, L) \ A)/G. 
Set We = W x B, Ys = Y x B. Let SB + B be the universal family of surfaces 
in W defined by sections of L and set CE = Se rl YE. Let h : T + B be a finite 
itale morphism. Set UT = WT \ YT, VT = ST \ CT. 
Lemma 1.1. If L is suficiently ample then 
(i) Hk( WT, ST) = Ofor k _< 4; 
(ii) Hk( Yr, CT) = Ofor k I 2 
Proof. This follows from results of Nori [Nl, more specfically a version of [N, 
Theorem 41 that can obtained from Prop. 3.1 and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 of [lot. 
cit.]. Cl 
Corollary 1.2. IfL is su#iciently ample then Hk( UT, VT) = Ofor k 5 3. 
Proof. Use Lemma 1.1 and the exact sequence 
Hk(W~,S~) + Hk(UT, VT) * Hk-‘(Y~,C~). 0 
In Section 2 we shall also need the vanishing of H4(Ur, VT). By Lemma 1.1, 
this group injects into H 3( YT, CT). As the latter group is nonzero even if L is 
sufficiently ample (cf. [N, p. 352]), the vanishing of H4( UT, VT) does not follow 
from Nori’s results; we shall prove it in this section, using the techniques of M 
and infinitesimal computations. The divisor & = ST U YT is a divisor with 
relative normal crossings. Following [DI, (4.2.1.2)] we define 
(6) &+(ST, YT) = f&(b@T)(-ST) 
(7) Q&(YT,ST) = Q&(~@T)(-YT). 
Using the exact sequence 
0-b f&T(sT,YT)+ f&(logYT) + ~;,(~o~~T) -+' 
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and the five lemma, one shows that 
Hk( UT, VT) 2 Wk(&JST, YT)). 
Lemma 1.3. rfW4( Q~R&(ST, Yr)) = 0 then H4( UT, VT) = 0. 
Proof. Define a filtration G’ on H4( UT, VT) by 
As in [N, $11 one shows that G’ is coarser than the Hodge filtration F’ on 
H4(Ur, VT). We obtain F2H4(t&, VT) = 0, hence H4(&, VT) = 0 because 
Gr,!Hk( UT, VT) = 0 if i < 4. Cl 
Let f : WT + T be the projection map. Set ’ 
3-l;,” = R%fl&T(sT, yT)* 
The sheaf ‘Hb,V is filtered by subsheaves Fmlih,,, with graded pieces ‘HP;:,. 
Using [DI, Corollary 4.2.41 and [D, Theorem (5.5)] one shows that the sheaves 
%V and ‘HP;pV are locally free and that 7f$pr, @ k(t) % HQ( W, n&(S,, Y)) for 
all c E T. The de Rham complex 0*(X$,,) is filtered by subcomplexes 
Lemma 1.4. We have 
(i) Hk( U, Vt) = 0 ifk 5 2; 
(ii) if Y C W is an ample divisor then Hk( U, Vt) = 0 ifk # 3. 
Proof. (i): As St c W is an ample divisor, W \ S, is an afhne variety of di- 
mension 3. Hence it has the homotopy type of a CW complex of dimension 5 3 
(cf. [Mi, $73) and Hk( W, S,) S! Hb_k( W \ S,) = 0 if k < 3. In a similar way one 
shows that Hk( Y, Ct) = 0 if k < 2, and the statement follows from the exact 
sequence Hk( W, St) --f Hk( U, V,) -+ Hk-‘( Y, Cl). 
(ii): If Y c W is ample, U = Y \ W and V, = St \ C, are afline varieties, 
hence [lot. cit.] Hk( U) = 0 if k > 3 and Hk( V,) = 0 if k > 2. The statement 
then follows from the exact sequence of relative cohomology. 0 
Let C W,L be the bundle of differential operators of order 5 1 on sections of L. If 
we pull back the extension 
O-,OW -+Cw,I,-+Tw-+O 
along the map Tw( - log Y) ---) Tw, we obtain an extension 
0 --) Ow + Cw,L(-log Y) --* T&-log Y) + 0. 
Contraction with the l-jetj’(t) oft E H”( W, L) defines an exact sequence 
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(8) 0 + Tw(-log&) 4 &J(--log Y) + L --t 0. 
We construct a Jacobi ring R’ using the method of Green [Gl]. Define 
Jb,,(K& @ Lb), for (a, b) # (1, I), as the image of the map 
H”(W,K;t@&,~(-logY)60Lb-‘) +HO(W,K&@.L~) 
induced by the exact sequence (8). We put Jb,,(Kw @L) = 0 and 
R;,,(Kg @Lb) = H”( W, K;j 8 Lb)/J;,,(K$ @Lb). 
As in [G2, p. 431 one shows that 
Hp( W, 6’;?( Y, St)) E R&(&J ~9 LP+ ‘) 
if L is sufficiently ample. The exact sequence (8) induces a logarithmic Kodaira- 
Spencer map 
p:A =HO(W,L) --f H’( w, T&-log&)). 
Lemma 1.5. Set A = H”( W, L). If L is suficiently ample, the complex 
(9) 
0 --t TV,” ~ AV B +&4-b ~ A2Av 8 ~b-;M 
is exact for b _> 2. 
Proof. We shall verify the exactness of 
the other cases being similar. It suffices to show that for every t E A the com- 
plex of fibers over t is exact. Using the duality induced by the perfect pairing 
HP( w, n;-,-“(& Y)) @I Hs-p( w, n”,( Y, St)) + H3( w, Kw) 9r C 
we reduce to proving the exactness of the complex 
(10) /j2A 63 H’(f’l$( Y, St)) --* A C3 H’(R;( Y, St)) + Hz&,( Y, St)) + 0. 
The maps in the complex (10) are given by cup product with the logarithmic 
Kodaira-Spencer class, followed by contraction. As the logarithmic Kodaira- 
Spencer class corresponds to the extension class e of the exact sequence (8) and 
the isomorphism HP( W, 12k5;“( Y, St)) 2 Rh,(& @ LP+‘) is given by re- 
peated cup product with e, it follows that we can identify the complex (10) with 
the complex 
(11) A2A @ R’(Kw @L) -tA~~(Kw~L2)-,R’(Kw~L3)~0. 
The latter complex is exact if 
(i) The complex 
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l\2A@Ho(w,Kw44L) -,A@H0(W,Kr.+&L2) 
-+H0(W,K~@L3) +o 
is exact; 
(ii) The map A @ Jb,,(Kw 8 E2) + Jb,,(& 8 E3) is surjective. 
The first statement follows from [Gl, Lemma 2.471. For the second statement 
we consider the commutative diagram 
A @ HO(Kw @ &,L(- log Y) 8 E) z HO(Kw 8 &v,,(- log Y) @ L2) 
1 J’(t) 1 J’(r) 
A (8 J&,,(Kw @ L2) 5 J&,(&J 8 E3). 
By [Gl, Lemma 1.281 the map ~1 is surjective if L is sufkiently ample, hence v is 
surjective because the vertical arrows are surjective by definition. 0 
Corollary 1.6. Zf L is suficiently ample then 
(i) pf*,RkA(SA,YA)=Oifa+b<4andb>2; 
(ii) PfJ&(S,, YT) = 0 ifa i-b < 4andb 2 2. 
Proof. (i): Let L’ be the Leray filtration on “&A (SA, YA). Consider the spectral 
sequence 
EfVq = RJ’+qf*Gr~@,~(SA, YA) =+ RP+qf&,“(SA, YA). 
WehaveET’qPb 2 APAV @~~-~P+q-b . The complex (9) can be identified with 
E ;13-b. By Lemma 1.4 we have’EyqTb = 0 if q # 3, hence 
(12) Rk-bf*OkA(SA, YA) = 0 if k 5 2 
(13) R3-bf*@+#A, YA) z E;I~-~ 
(14) R4-bfJ2$JSA, Y,,) ?y E:,3-b 
and the assertion follows from Lemma 1.5. 
(ii): Consider the chain of morphisms 
T~Bt%Vl”(W,L)\A 2 PHO( W, L) t= ZP( W, L) \ (0) A A. 
As f,, f2, f3 are smooth and gr , g2 are smooth and surjective, the assertion fol- 
lows from (i) using [N, Lemma 2.21. 0 
Theorem 1.7. Zf Y c W is an ample divisor and if L is suficiently ample, then 
H;(&-, VT, Q(2)) = 0. 
Proof. We have an exact sequence 
H3(&, VT) + H;(&-, J’r,Q(2)) --) H4(k VT) @ H4(~,20;JS~, YT1). 
By Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 it suffices to show that 
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(15) rt@(c7>2n~r(ST, YT)) = 0. 
To this end, we use the Grothendieck spectral sequence 
E;lq = W(T, Rqf,a~2f&(&-, YT)) * W’+q(~~2~n;y,(~~, YT)). 
To verify the assertion (15) it suffices to show that 
Rqf,a>2R&r((Sr, YT) = 0 - if q I 4. 
This assertion follows from Corollary 1.6 using the spectral sequence 
E YSb = IpydY~lLg/JST, YT) =k- w+bf,02Q;T((ST, yz-). q 
Lemma 1.8. IfZ, E CHo(Sr/T) is a relative zero cycle such that Z(t) is ration- 
ally equivalent to zero for all t E Tc, then there exists a Zariski open subset U c T 
such that the Deligne cycle class cln(Zu) E H$(&, Q(2)) is zero. 
Proof. We use the methods of Bloch’s proof of Mumford’s Theorem [B]. We 
may assume that T is irreducible. Let n be the generic point of T and let K be 
the function field of T. Choose an embedding of K in C. The generic point 77 
defines closed points 77~ and 17~ of TK and Tc. By assumption we have [Z(QK)] E 
ker(CH2(&) --t CH2(&)). The kernel of this map is a torsion group [loc.cit., 
Lemma 31, hence there exists N E N such that N[Z(QK)] = 0 in CH2(S~). As 
CH2(S~) = lim CH2(Sv) 
YC T open 
there exists a Zariski open subset U c T such that ZV[Zu] = 0 in CH2(Su), 
hence cln(Zu) = 0 in Hi(Su, Q(2)). Cl 
Define CH’( Y)o = {z E CH’( Y)oJdeg(zl,) = 0). 
Proposition 1.9. Zft E T is very generaland L is suficiently ample, the restriction 
mapj: : CH’( Y)s + A 0 ( Ct)o is injective. 
Proof. Set Hdgb,( Y), = H$( Y) f~ H2( Y, Q). We have an exact sequence 
0 ---) Pic”( Y)o + CH’( Y)o ---f HdgL,( Y), ---f 0. 
Using the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem one shows that the restriction map 
Pic”( Y) --) Ao(C[) is injective, hence the kernel of j: : CH’( Y)o --) &(C,) co- 
incides with the kernel of the map 
+ : Hh&(Y), -+ JG),,, @ Q 2 &(C,)/PicO( Y) @Q 
obtained by lifing a primitive Hodge class to CH’ ( Y)o and restricting to Ct. Let 
U’ c PH”( Y, LI,) be the complement of the discriminant locus. Set B’ = 
U’/Aut( Y) and let ,7 be the Jacobian fibration associated to the universal fa- 
mily f : C,l -+ B’. Let UC E H’(B’, J) be the normal function associated to [ 
and let V = (R’J;Q),,, be the local system of variable cohomology. As in [K, 
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Lemme .6.4.2] one shows that V # 0 if L is sufficiently ample. We study the 
normal function vc by a technique due to Griffiths: using restriction to a Lef- 
schetz pencil and results of N. Katz [lot. cit., Theorems 58.4 and 6.31 and 
Zucker [Z, Prop. 3.91 one shows that the map a : Hdd,( Y), -+ H 1 (U’, a/) that 
associates to a normal function its cohomological invariant is injective if L is 
sufficiently ample, hence vc E H”(T, ,7) is not torsion if clr(<) E Hd$,( Y), is 
nonzero. There is a natural restriction map r : B + B’ which is surjective if L is 
sufficiently ample. If g : T ---t B is a finite &tale morphism, the morphism h = 
rag : T + B’ is dominant, hence h*vt is not a torsion section of the induced Ja- 
cobian fibration over T. It ‘follows that for very general t E T the map + : 
H&$,( Y>, + JG),,, 8 Q is injective, and the assertion follows. 0 
3. EXTENSION OF VOISIN’S THEOREM 
Let W be a smooth projective threefold and let Y c W be a smooth ample di- 
visor. Let L be an ample line bundle on W such that H”( W, L) # 0 (this con- 
dition is satisfied if L is sufficiently ample). For t E H”( W, L) we define 
S, = V(t), C, = Y n S,. Let G be the group of automorphisms of W that pre- 
serve Y and define 
A = {[t] E PH”( W, L)ICt is singular}. 
Set B = (PII’( W, L) \ A)/G, WB = W x B, Ye = Y x B. Let SE c W, be the 
universal family. Set C, = YB n Se, iIJ, = W, \ Ye and V, = SB \ CB. 
Let i, : C, ---) S, and it : C, -+ Y be the inclusion morphisms. Consider the 
compositions 
(16) fi : CH’( Y) L CH*( W) 3 H$( W, Q(2)) 
(17) f2 : CH’( Y) L CH’(Cr) % i+(Ct, Q) 
and define 
(J-I’ ( Y)“,, = kerfi, CH’(Y)o = kerf2. 
Let g : H$( W, Q(2)) --+ H4(St, Q) be the composition of the restriction map 
H$( W, Q(2)) -+ H$(S,, Q(2)) and the projection to H4(St, Cl). The commu- 
tative diagram 
CH’ ( Y) fl H$( w, Q(2)) 
1 
f2 
1 
g 
. 
H*(c&?) -3 H4(& as) 
shows that CH’( Y),,, E: CH’ ( Y)o (the lower horizontal map is an isomorph- 
ism by the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem). Hence$CH’ ( Y),,, s Ao( Ct)o. 
Theorem 2.1. If t E B is very general and if L is suficiently ample, the kernel of 
themap 
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is contained in the image of the map 
j: : eH’( I’),,, + -4o(C&. 
Proof. A standard argument shows that if b E B is very general and 
zo E ker(ib), there exist a finite &tale covering f : T --+ B, a relative cycle 
Zr E Ao(G/T) such that Z(t) E ker(i,), for all t E Tc and a point to E f-‘(b) 
such that Z(to) = zs; cf. [VI, p. 85-861. By Lemma 1.8 we may assume, after 
replacing T by a Zariski open subset, that cln(Zr) = 0 in HG(Sr, Q(2)). Con- 
sider the commutative diagram 
&WT, Q(2)) + @(VT, Q(2)) ---) %WT, VT, Q(2)) 
1 
r 
1 1 
~~(YT,Q(l)) z &WT> Q(1)) --t H$(Yr, CT, Q(1)) 
1 1 i* 1 &if WT, Q(2)) + 4%&, w>> --( 43 W7-f s-7Q(2)). 
As cIn,cr(Zr) E keri, and H$( Ur, Vr, Q(2)) = 0 by Theorem 1.7, we can lift 
cln,cr (2~) to an element c E H$( Ur, Q(2)). The element < = r(c) belongs to 
G( Yr9 Q(l))“,, = ker(@(Yr, Q(1)) -+ @( Wr, Q(2))). 
Let a,, : Y rr Y x {to} --) Yr and b,, : C,, + CT be the inclusion morphisms. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
mKQ(1L 5 H$(C,,,Q(l)). 
Set [O = a:t E H&Y, Q(l)),,, G% CH’( Y),,,. By construction we have$,& = 
[Z(ts)] = zo E &(C,,), hence zo E~;CH’( Y),,,. Cl 
Remark 2.2. 
(i) If the Deligne cycle class map on CH2( W), is injective, it follows that 
CH’( Y)“,, = ker(CH’( Y)o --t CH2( W),) and $CH’( Y),,, C ker(i,), for all 
t E T, with equality if t E B is very general. By [BS, Theorem 1 (i)], the Deligne 
cycle class map is injective if W is a Fano threefold (it is even an isomorphism). 
In general the Deligne cycle class map on CH2( W), is not expected to be in- 
jective, and the inclusion$CH’( Y),,, C ker(i,), may fail to hold. 
(ii) If W = P3, L = C+(d) and Y c BP3 is a smooth surface of degree e, reg- 
ularity computations show that Theorem 2.1 holds if d > max(5,3e - 3). 
(iii) It is possible to prove Theorem 1.7 without the assumption that Y c W 
is ample. If Y c W is an arbitrary smooth subvariety of codimension one, 
Lemma 1.4 only gives 7-f:,, = 0 if q < 3. In this case one has to use more so- 
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phisticated techniques to analyse the behaviour of the spectral sequence E$+r 
that appears in the proof of Corollary 1.6 (i). 
It is possible to generalise Theorem 2.1 to the case of complete ‘intersections 
(One reduces to the codimension one case by replacing W by a suitable pro- 
jective bundle P and S, by a global section of the tautological bundle Op( l).) As 
an example, we mention the following result that generalises Voisin’s theorem 
to the case of complete intersections: 
Theorem 2.3. Let S = V(do, . . . ,d,) c Prf3 be a complete intersection surface 
and let H c Pr+3 be a hyperplane. Set C = S n H. If S is very general, the kernel 
of i, : Ao(C) --t AC,(S) is the torsion subgroup of&(C) unless 
(i) r=Oanddo 54; 
(ii) r = 1 and (do,dl) = (d,2), d 2 2; 
(iii) r = 2 and (do, dl, d2) = (2,2,2). 
The degree bounds in this example are sharp. For case (i) this has been shown 
by Voisin; see [Vl, Remarque 2.31. Case (iii) is treated using the same method. 
In case (ii) we consider surfaces S,, r = (t, u), that are complete intersections of 
a smooth quadric Qt c @ and a hypersurface X, of degree d. Choose to E 
H”(p4, O,(2)) and set Y = Q,, n H, W = Q,. Let E = L1 - L2 be the differ- 
ence of two lines from different rulings on Y. We have a commutative diagram 
CH’( Y) + CH2(W) 
1 
nx” 
1 
nx. 
CH’(C7) L CH2(S,). 
As the cycle class map induces an isomorphism CH2(Q1) ” H4(Q1, Z) = Z 
we have [[I E CH’( Y),,,, hence [t n X] E ker i,. Let U c PH”( Y, Or(d)) be 
the complement of the discriminant locus. If d 2 2 then H&(C7, Crs) # 0, and 
the proof of Proposition 1.9 shows that the map CH’( Y),,, + Ao( C7)o is in- 
jective if u E U is very general. Set E = O,,(2) @o,,(d), and let A c 
PH”(P4,E) be the discriminant locus. Put G = {g E PGL(S)(H) = H} and 
B = (pH”(p4, E) \ A)/G. From the previous result and the transitivity of the 
PGL-action on the space of smooth quadrics one deduces the existence of a 
countable number of proper Zariski closed subsets C, c B such that if d > 2 
and T = [(t, u)]$ UnE~ C,, the restriction mapj* : CH’( Yt)__ --t Ao(C$)o is in- 
jective. It follows that j *t is a nonzero element of ker( i7)*. 
Remark 2.4. The behaviour of ker i, is related to the problem of finding a cri- 
terion for a zero cycle on a smooth surface S to be rationally equivalent to zero. 
Let Z’(S) be the kernel of the Albanese map. M. Green [G3] has defined a 
‘higher Abel-Jacobi map’ & : T(S) --+ 5;(S). Let C c S be a smooth curve. The 
kernel of the map i, : ,40(C) --+ ,40(S) is contained in the kernel of the com- 
posed mapf = $&it : J(C),,, --f ./z(S). Voisin p2] has shown that the map tiz 
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may fail to be injective (see [BDPR] for another counterexample), hence the 
inclusion ker i, C kerf can be strict. 
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